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We study the dynamics of sigma models in arbitrary dimensions with purely
Wess-Zumino-Witteu actions (i.e. without kinetic terms), both from the Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian point of view. These models have nontrivial gauge groups which contain the
diffeomorphisms of space-time, as well as symmetry groups which in many cases turn out
to be infinite dimensional. We give examples in 1, 2, 3 and 4 space-time dimensions.

1.

INTRODUCTION
1

5

In two recent papers Witt en has considered Yang-Mills and gravity theories
in 2-11 dimensions with purely Chern-Simous actions, leading to results in topology and
string theory. The hallmark of these actions is that they do not depend on the space-time
metric and therefore are topological in nature. These theories are exactly soluble and the
(finite dimensional) space of all classical solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations can be
explicitly describee!.
In the case of the non-linear sigma models there also exists an action which is
independent, of the space-time metric, namely the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) action
S = r [

<p*B = - - /' <Tx £""''•• dh<pa>

•.•di..Va"'Bai...am(<p(x)).

(1.1)

Here if> is a map from a manifold M to some manifold JV, and B is an m-form on JV,
where m = diniM. This action can be defined for every value of m. Usually, the term
(1.1) is added to a kinetic term for <p. Here, instead, we shall take the total action to
l>e given by (1.1). There are several motivations for this. From a mathematical point
of view, it. is conceivable that suitably denned path integrals based on (1.1) may lead to
tupologicai invariants, as happens in Refs. 1 and 2. Physically, one can interpret the fields
^ as coordinates of an (m - I (-dimensional extended object propagating in the space-time
JV. In particular, for m — 2 actions like (1.1) could give rise to a new class of string
theories. Furthermore, Faddeev and Shatashvili3 have proposed that a gauged version of
(I.I), without kinetic term for <p, be used in a program towards the consistent quantization
of anomalous gauge theories.
In the present paper we discuss the properties of the purely WZW theory at
the classical level, with particular emphasis on its symmetry properties. We begin in
Sect. 2 by giving an account of the Lagrangian formulation of the theory, its gauge group
and ils symmetry group (the difference between the two being that the latter has Noether
currents, the former not). The gauge group contains the diffeomorphisnis of M and certain
diffeoniorphisms of JV. It may come as a surprise that a theory can have gauge invariances
without having covariant derivatives, but this is a consequence of its independence of the
metric. The symmetry group consists of diffeomorphisnis of JV which preserve H = dB but
at the same time are not in the gauge group (the diffeomorphisnis of JV which are gauge
transformations also preserve / / ) . In many cases this group is infinite dimensional. This
is in contrast to what happens usually in theories with a kinetic term, and hence with a
metric both on space-time and in the internal space. In these theories a diffeotnorphisni
can be a symmetry only if it preserves the metric, and this restricts the symmetry group to
be finite dimensional. In our case, due to independence from the metric, no such restriction
arises. In the case when n — dim JV = m + 1 we are able to describe all classical solutions
of the Euler-Lagrange equations. Unlike in the theories considered in Refs. 1 and 2, the
space of solutions modulo gauge transformations turns out to be infinite dimensional.

In Sect. 3 we discuss the constrained Hamiltonian formulation of the case M = IK;
it corresponds to a charged particle moving in an external magnetic field, in the limit of
slow motion, where the kinetic term can he neglected with respect to the interaction with
the background.
In Sect. 4 we consider the case when m — dim M > 1. The analysis is very
similar to that of Sect. 3, but now in an infinite dimensional context. We find the reduced
phase space of the theory and, at least formally, the Dirac brackets. Sect. 5 contains
examples in dimensions m = 1,2,3 and 4. Some of these examples in 1 and 2 dimensions
have been analyzed in a recent work', using a different formalism. Finally, in an Appendix
we collect some properties of spaces of maps which are relevant to our treatment.
Throughout this paper we are going to make use of some terminology from differential geometry. If u = v" j ~ is a vector field and u = jtr<*\3i-0i(^r'3i A ... A dx^
is a fc-form, ivw is a (fc — l)-forin obtained by contracting us with t>, namely i,,u> —
7-^Yjjtiau;ct^1...|jt_1</x'i' A ... A di' 3t '. As usual, d denotes the exterior differentiation,
and the Lie derivative of u; along v is (£i,u)/?,...3,, ~ v"da<jj0l...gll + d^lv°ti>affJ,,,ffk + . .. +
O0kvIiU)j^_0k _,<*• We are going to make repeated use of the following formulae:
£„ = ivd \~ <it,,,
,,u,| - C,,iu< - *„.£,.•

2.

(1.2)
(1.3)

LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM

We shall consider a non-linear sigma model with an action of the form (1.1),
where if is a map from the m-dimensiona] manifold M, with coordinates {x1}, to the ndimensional manifold JV, with coordinates {j/"}, and B is an m-fornion JV] e is an arbitrary
dimensionless coupling constant and c1 ••m =i 1. An important feature of this action is that
it is independent of any choice of metrics on M and JV. Complete specification of a model
iu this class requires only a choice of the differentiate manifolds M and JV, and of the
form B.
If dB — 0, the action (1.1) is trivial, in the sense that, the Euler-Lagrange equations (see Eq.(2.3) below) reduce to 0 = 0. One has to distinguish two subcases. If B = dC
for some globally defined (m — 1)-form C, the action vanishes identically for M compact
and without boundary. If B represents a nontrivial cohomology class, i.e. one can write
B = dC only locally (or otherwise, C has singularities), then the action is a topological
invariant of the map ip. In the following we shall consider exclusively the case when the
curl of B is 11011-vanishing: H s dB ^ 0. This requires n > m + 1. Again dH = 0, so H
defines a class in the cohomology group Hm + 1(N). If B is globally defined on JV without
singularities, the cohomology class of H is trivial. The most interesting situation occurs

when the cohomology class of H is non-trivial. In this case the form B can be defined only
locally on N, and the local results have to be patched together. We shall not discuss this
point explicitly.
Under an arbitrary variation 6ipa = va of the fields, the action (1,1) is changed

for some (m - 1) form A,,. These vector fields satisfy Eq.(2.5) with 0,, = v?*(Av - ivB).
For simplicity, we make the assumption that the cohomology group Hm{N) = 0. Then the
form Ao is globally defined. Our conclusions however do not depend on this hypothesis.
Equation (2.7) is equivalent to the in variance of H:
C,,H = 0 .

8VS =e [ *p*CvB = e f d<p"iaB + e / <p*ivH
JM

JM

(2.8)

These vector fields v form a (possibly infinite dimensional) subalgebra of the aigebra of all
vector fields on N. The subgroup oiVijjN generated by this subalgebra will be denoted
S(H). Since dH = 0, from (2.8) and (1.2) one finds that ivH = dUv for some (m - l)-form
fin! from this and Bq.(2.7) we must have,

JM

(2.1)
ft,. = A,, - i,,

where H = dB, or more explicitly
ffc,...a,tl

= (m + 1) ^ a i B O a ... Q m + 1] •

(2.2)

With appropriate boundary conditions, (2-1) leads to the Euler-Lagrange equations
€is-tmdilipa'

...dim<pa"Hai...am0

=0 .

(2.3)

Let us observe that in the case n — m + 1 the Euler-Lagrange equations have a simple
geometrical meaning. In this case Hai.,,a,, = £Q,...Q,,/, where / is a function which we
assume to be nowhere vanishing. Thus H is a volume form on N and Eq.(2.3) is equivalent
to
e " -l-d^<f°'

.••8i,,l<pa'"£ai...a,,,0

= 0 .

(2.4)

(2.9)

where t is a closed (m — l)-foim. As we shall see, it is important to distinguish the two
cases
i\H ~ 0
f2.10)
and
!vH

- rffi,, + 0 .

(2,11)

Using Eq.(1.3), one finds that if i,,H -* 0 and CU,H = 0, then iyu,,,,]H - 0. Therefore, the
vector fields satisfying (2.10) form an ideal (i.e. a normal subalgebra) of the algebra of
vector fields satisfying (2.8). They generate a normal subgroup of S(H ), which we denote
by K(H). The vector fields satisfying (2.11) generate the quotient S(H)IK(H). Note that
if K(H) is nontrivial, it is infinite dimensional, because if v satisfies (2.10), also fv dues,
where / is an arbitrary function on N.

l-'or fixed ji, the quantity on the l.h.s. is just the determinant of the m x m minor which is
obtained from the Jacobian matrix Jia = di<pa by deleting the/?-th column. Thus, Eq.(2.4)
implies that the Jacobian matrix has rank m —1 or less. The solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
equations are all the maps tp whoge image has dimension < m — 1 everywhere.

In some dimensions, one can make general statements about the groups S(H)
and K(H):

Let us now discuss the invariances of our model. Infinitesimally, these are given
by transformations 8ip" — va such that the integrand in the second term on the r.h.s. of
(he Eq.(2.1) is a total derivative, i.e.

1) n = m +1. As mentioned above, in this case // is a volume form. Eq.(2.10) has
no uontrivial solutions and Eq.(2.11) is solved by all vector fields that are divergence-free
with respect to a metric hap such that: #„,...„„ — \/deth £„,..,„„. Thus K(H) is trivial
and S{H) is the group of volume-preserving dinVomorphisms of 1\\

(2.5)
Among these are the, diffeomorphisms of M, for which
(2.6)

(if M is non-compact or has a boundary one has to impose boundary conditions on £).
The action is furthermore invariant under diffeomorphisms of JV generated by vector fields
i> such that the Lie derivative of the m-form B is
CB ~ dAv ,
5

(2.7)

2) n = vi f 2. In this case the group l\'(H) is always uontrivial because the vector
field v dual to H always satisfies (2.10).
The action of ViffM x S(H) on the space T( A/, A') of all maps v from M to N
is defined as follows: if / 6 ViffM and h C S(H),
if' -= h ^ o ip o f .

(2.12)

In addition to T>iff M x S{H), one has to consider also field dependent invariance
transformations, for which v has to be regarded as a vector field on r(Af,jV), but which
6

are not field-dependent transformations of VifjM or S(H) (see Appendix). One would
ordinarily not consider these as invariances of the theory: usually one calls invariances
only those infinitesimal transformations v for which J ip*ivH = 0 for any tp. However, we
shall see from the Hamiltonian treatment that these invarianees play a role in the present
models.
The Noether current corresponding to an invariance 6*pa = va is
Jv' = -

(2.13)

~

where 0,, is the (m - l)-form defined by (2.5). In particular, the vector fields (2.6) and
those satisfying (2.10) have identically vanishing Noether currents; they generate gauge
invariances. On the other hand, for the transformations satisfying Eq.(2.11) We have
Jv ~-- ,

r.TE1 '"' "'fh,<f°2 •• •dlmip°'"(itr)ai...am

.

(2.14)

where Fap — daAg — dpAa is the field strength. These equations demand that the velocity
qa be a null eigenvector of Ta@. In particular, if Tap 'S nondegeiierate, qa = 0.
The action (3.1) is invariant under time-reparametrizations and the group S{T)
which is generated by the algebra of vector fields v such that LVT — 0. The normal
subgroup A'(.F} generated by vector fields v such that iojF" = 0 has vanishing Noether
generator, while the quotient group S(J:)/K(T) is a true symmetry, with non-vanishing
Noether generators.
We set up the Hamiltonian formalism on Ihe phase space T*N. The momentum
conjugate to qa is
J>c - Aa(q).
(3.3)
Since the r.h.s. does not depend on the velocities qa, this is really a constraint equation.
We define the primary constraints C'a to be

These are true symmetries of the theory.

"-" Pa ~

The Noether charge corresponding to (2.14) is given by
' . , ; =

-e

(2.15)

where £ denotes a surface of constant time, which we assume to be compact and without
boundary. Note from Eq.(2.11) that fiv is determined up to the addition of a closed
(in — l)-form f. The addition of exact forms e ~ drj does not affect the charge, but if the
cohomology group H"l~1(N) is nontrivial, Q,, is defined only up to a constant. In order
to have a uniquely defined set of charges, one has to fix this ambiguity. We shall return to
this point later.

0.

(3.4)

The canonical Hamiltonian He ~ P^q" -• £ )5 identically zero, therefore the primary
Hamiltonian is just a linear combination of constraints:
HP -

(3.5)

with \a(q,p) some as yet undetermined Lagrange multipliers. The Poissou brackets between the primary constraints are
(3.C)
and the preservation in time of tSie primary constraints requires

3.

THE CASE in = 1 (A CHARGED PARTICLE IN A MAGNETIC
FIELD)

We consider first the case M — IR, In this case our model describes a particle with
electric charge e moving in the n-dimensional space JV in the presence of a "magnetic" field,
in the limit when the kinetic term is negligible. We shall use here the more appropriate
notation qa instead of ipa for the coordinates of the particle, Aa(q) instead of eBo(tp) for
the magnetic potential, and J-nfi(q) instead of cHap(ip) for the field strength. The action
(f.l) reduces to

S = j dtqaAa(q).

(3.1)

The Euler-Lagrange equations become

<r^o, 3 = o

(3.2)

0 -

- {CniHP}\v

=

(3.7)

where "P denotes the subspace of T" N defined by the constraints (3.4). No secondary
constraints arise.
From Eq.(3.6) we see that if i'° is a vector field on JV which at each point is a
null eigenvector of Ta$ (i.e. iv^F — 0), then the liuear combination Vv = v°Ca is a first
class constraint. Therefore, the algebra of first class constraints is the Lie algebra of tingroup K{T). If i1 is not a null eigenvector of F, then C,, is a second class constraint. (In
particular, if !> is in the Lie algebra of S{Jr)/K[^F), then ("'„ is a second class constrain!).
The first class constraints generate a gauge group, which in our case is K{T). In
order to understand the action of the gauge group in the present problem, it is necessary to
study the geometry of the null eigenspaces of T. At each point q, the null eigeuspace of T
is a certain subspace kerqT C T^N of dimension (n — r), where r is the rank of the matrix

) . In general r could depend on q (and thus the number of first class constraints
could vary from point to point in phase space), but we will assume in the following that r
is constant. Thus, kerf defines a distribution of (n - r)-dimensional subspaces of TN. If
i' and it- are vector fields on JV which are everywhere in kerT, i.e. i^T = imT = 0, then
using Eqs.(1.2), (1.3) and the fact that AT = 0, it is easy to prove that also \\VfV\F = 0.
It then follows from Frobenius theorem that the distribution kerf is integrable, i.e. JV is
foliated with (71 r)-diraensional leaves, and for each q, &er,:F is the space tangent to the
leaf at q. The Lie algebra of A'(^) consists of vector fields on JV which are tangent to the
leaves of the foliation. Therefore, the gauge group K{T) consists of the diffeomorphisms
of N which map each leaf into itself.
It is interesting to consider also the vector fields w such that iwf = dil^ •£ 0,
which generate the quotient group S(F)IK(T).
These vector fields are not tangent to
the leaves. However, if v belongs to the Lie algebra of K(T), then also Cwv does. So,
«' generates a transformation which maps vectors tangent to a leaf to vectors tangent to
another leaf. From this one can conclude that S(JF)/A'(JF) consists of diffeomorphisms of
JV which map each leaf to another leaf.
We can now choose a local coordinate system {q'a} which is adapted to the
foliation, in the sense that q'^.-.q"1 parametrize the different leaves, and qlr+1 ,,.q'" are
coordinates in the leaves (the action (3.1) is invariant under the coordinate transformation
q" —> q'a{q) provided the potential Ao is also transformed into A'a(q') = ^cr-Apiq)). In
this coordinate system T'alj - 0 whenever a > r or /J > r. Therefore, the constraints C'a
are second class when a —• 1,... ,r and first class when a — T + 1,... ,n. tn the following
we shall assume that the coordinates are adapted to the foliation and drop the primes for
notational simplicity.
At this point, we can make contact with the Lagrangian formalism. Hamilton's
equations read
q,,\v =••{?",Hp}\v = A° ,
(3.8)
(3.9)

pa\r =

The first equation, when inserted in (3.7) gives back the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.2);
furthermore, using (3-8), Eq.(3.9) is seen to be the time derivative of the constraint ("'„,
which we know we can set to zero by choosing the Lagrange multipliers appropriately. In
fact, from Eq.(3.7), we have Aa •= 0 for n — 1,... , r whereas the A°'s for a = r + 1,,..,??.
remain arbitrary.
Foilowing Dirac, in order to determine the dynamics completely, it is necessary
to fix gauge conditions \", with a — r 4- l,...,n. , in such a way that the matrix of
Poisson brackets of all the (2n — r) constraints Ca and ^ a is uondegenerate. Preservation
in time of the gauge conditions will fix the as yet undetermined Lagrange multipliers.
The r-dimensicmal subspace of T* N which is defined by all the constraints (including
9

the gauge conditions) is called the reduced phase space; the time evolution of the system
occurs entirely within this subspace, and is driven by a uniquely defined Harailtonian.
The disadvantage of this procedure is that it is purely local, and it does not yield any
information on the global structure of the reduced phase space. We therefore follow a
slightly different, more geometrical route which enables us to identify the reduced phase
space, and only in the end will we go back to Dirac's method and fix the gauge.
Since V is obtained from T*N by fixing the values of the momenta as functions
of the coordinates, V may be regarded as (the image of) a global section s : N —» T*JV,
defined by s(qa) — (qa,Aa{q)). s is a diffeomorphism of JV onto V, so in the following
we can identify these two spaces and use {qa} as coordinates on V. A little calculation in
local coordinates shows that the pullback of the canonical symplectic form UJ = dqa A dp,,
under the section s is just the field strength:
= — J- .

(3.10)

Therefore, the symplectic form induced on the constrained subspace V is degenerate: its
kernel are precisely the tangent spaces to the leaves of the foliation defined by T. The
reduced phase space Q is defined to be the space of leaves of this foliation, i.e. the quotient
of the constrained space *P under the action of the gauge group
In general, the reduced phase space will not. turn out to be a manifold, but will
have singularities. These corresponds to orbits of K{J-) in V which are not diffeomorphic
to neighbouring orbits. These problems can be avoided by making some assumptions on
JV and T• For instance, let JV -- S3 and B,t — \£,a$-,T$-, be a nowhere vanishing magnetic
field. The lines of force are the leaves of the foliation, because kerF is spanned by B.
They are all diffeomorphic to .S'1 and arc the fibers of a bundle over Q -- S2. Note that
the group S(F)!K{Jr) acts on Q,
Returning now to Dirac's method, it is clear that choosing a gauge amounts to
choosing a section of the natural projection from V to Q. If the topology of V is that of a
product Q x F, where F is a typical leaf, this section can be chosen globally and therefore
it is legitimate to think of the reduced phase space Q as a subspace of V (and hence aiso
of T*/V), However, the projection will in general not admit global sections and thus it will
not be possible to choose the gauge globally. In this case it is not appropriate U> think of
Q, as a subspace of V.
Let {q°\ be a local coordinate system on V ~. N adapted to the foliation. A local
section can be defined by choosing gauge- conditions
=

?'*

for

(.1.11)

' i - r -I- 1 , . . . , ? ! .

We have
1

10
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(3.12)

and therefore the set of all In — r constraints (3.4) and (3.11) is now of second class and
can be imposed strongly. We can use the coordinates q" s qa with a = 1 , . . . , r as local
coordinates on the reduced phase space. The Dirac bracket between these variables is
\C./3

(3.13)

where T is the nondegenerate symplectic form on Q defined by Tap — TaQ for a,ji < r.
By Darboux's theorem there exists another coordinate system on Q in which the matrix
Tnf\ is zero except for

the end of Sect. 2, since here m = 1 and the cohomology group H"(N) is nontrivial. In
order to have a uniquely defined Noether charge, we shall now assume that the functions
fij, are all normalized so that JQ ilvdfi = 0, where if/i is some measure on Q satisfying
/ c cfyi = 1. The action of the charge (3.15) on the coordinates of Q is, as expected:
(3.17)
The Dirac bracket of two charges is, using (3.16),
(3.18)

For instance, for r — 2, T„$ = eap and from (3.13) the only non-vanishing bracket
is {<j",<ji}t — 1- Thus q2 can be interpreted as a local coordinate and q1 as a local
momentum. In these coordinates Aa = - J£ O /J9^! S O the Lagrangian on the reduced phase
space is just
C=

-r2ij

a

3

(3.14)

On the other hand £)[„,„] is defined hy the equation rfQ[ait,j = «[„,,,]-?" — £,,i,,J- = diuii,J:r
and since !F(u,v) = -?r(ii,!'), we have

Jo'

U>

'

(3.19)

Thus

For larger r, the Lagrangian can be written locally as the sum of r / 2 copies of (3.14).

[il, v)dft ,

{<?„,<

(3.20)

On the reduced phase space Q, the Hamiltonian is zero. Thus, Hamilton's equations reduce to if --• 0. Note that this is in agreement with Eq.(3.2), which implies that the
gauge degrees of freedom have an arbitrary time evolution, whereas the physical degrees
of freedom are time independent.

and the algebra of the symmetry group is realized with a central extension. Whether the
central term is removable or not has to be discussed case by case.

Recently, theories of the form (S.I) have been considered in Ref. 5, where it is
shown that for such models it is not necessary to go through the constraint analysis, as
we have done. Let us remark here that while the two procedures yield entirely equivalent
results, the otie we have followed here is more appropriate when we regard our model as the
limit of a theory in which the kinetic term becomes negligible, and gives more information
on the global structure of the reduced phase space.

4.

Let us now discuss the realization of the group S(Jr)/K(Jr) on the reduced phase
space Q. The group 5 ( ^ ) acts on the space V = N. Since K(T) is a normal subgroup
of S(F), S(T)jK(T)
acts on VjK(T) - Q. Every vector field v on JV belonging to the
Lie algebra of S(T)/K{f)
projects on a. vector field v on Q, whose components in our
coordinates are v" -= i>", for « - 1 , . . . , v. This action is generated by the Noether charge

<?„ = -

THE CASE m > 2

In order to set up the Hamiltonian formulation of the field theory model we have
to assume that M —• E x IR, where S is a p-dimensional manifold (with p = m - 1 > 1) to
be interpreted as space, and fft is the time axis. This choice breaks the invariance of the
action under ViffM. The residual group is X>i//£ x THffM.
The configuration space of the theory is the space F(S,JV) of smooth maps ip :
E - •» JV, and the phase space is the cotangent bundle T * r ( £ , JV). In describing geometric
objects on T(E, JV) we are going to make use of a coordinate-independent notation, which
is explained in the Appendix. We split the coordinates {x'} on M (with i — l , . . . , m )
into time t and coordinates {.T"} on S (with a = l , . . . , p ) . Then the action (1.1) can be
rewritten in the form

S^ JdtJd"xva(T,t)An{x,i)

(3-15)

(4.1)

where

where
= v"Ta0 •

(3.16)

c

Note that fl,, is constant on the leaves, so Qv can be regarded as a (unction on Q. Clearly,
the function II,, is defined up to a constant. Note that this is the ambiguity discussed in

are the local components of a one-form on T(S, JV). At this point, two observations are
in order. First of all, A is a local form on P(E, JV), in the sense that its components are

11
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functionals which depend only on a finite number of derivatives of ip. Secondly, note that
the Lagrangian L = J dpx <paAa = i^A is just the functional of <>
/ obtained by contracting
the one-form .4 with the vector <p tangent to F(E, JV), exactly as in Eq.(3.1) the Lagrangian
L = q°Aa = iqA was the function of q obtained by contracting the one-form A with the
vector q tangent to JV. It is therefore immediately deal that except for the replacement
of the finite ctimensional manifold JV with the infinite dimensional manifold !"{£, JV), the
djuamical system considered here is identical to the one considered in the previous section.
The Euler-Lagrange equations (2.3) can be rewritten in a form analogous to (3.2):
= 0,

fTa/)

(4.3)

where F = AA is the field strength, denned as in Eq.(A.8). Explicitly, we have for any
pair of vectors v,w tangent to r(E, JV)

v,w) = c / V i

= j cPx

I

(4.4)

with
- y) ,

(4.5a)
(4.56)

We will now give the Hamiltonian formulation of the model. This had been
discussed previously in the presence of the kinetic term 6 . In order to emphasize the parallel
with the charged particle case, we will follow closely the steps taken in the previous section.
From (4.1), the momentum conjugate to <p"(?) is
(4.6)

and therefore we have primary constraints
(4.7)

It will be convenient to "smear" the constraints with test functions va(r) which are the
components of vector fields tangent to F(E, JV)

r\, = f dpx
/ •

(4.8)

Then, we find the following aigebra
{C\,,CW}^ jF(t Vll ) .

(4.9)

The canonical Hamiltonian is identically zero, so the primary Hamiltonian is
lip

=

( d"x A°[i)C o (i) ,

13

(4.10)

where A°(i) are Lagrauge multipliers, The preservation in time of the primary constraints
yields
= ^(i ) ,A) ,
(4.11)
where V is the subspace of T T ( E , JV) defined by the constraints (4.7), Since v is arbitrary,
this implies
One can use this to show that the Hamilton's equations which follow from (4.10) are
equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange Eq.(4.3).
It appears from (4.9) that C,, is first class if and only if v belongs to the kernel of
T, i.e. i,,^F = 0. Note that since T is a functional of tp, the number of first class constraints
will vary on F(£, JV). Unlike the particle case, where we could assume the rank of T to be
constant, here there will always be p's for which the rank of T is less than maximal. For
example, if <p is independent from one of the coordinates of S, then T is identically zero.
All one can do in this case is to restrict the discussion to a subspace of t'(S, JV) where j has constant rank. '
The first class constraints form a. closed algebra and generate the gauge group of
the theory, which we shall denote by G. 1" order to determine the first class constraint,
let us write explicitly:
e

=-o.

(4.13)

This equation is solved by vectors v for which i,,,H ~ 0 and vectors v which are the images
under tp of a vector field £ on S (i.e. x>" — Cda<f")- The former generate the group K(H)
and were present already in the particle case, the tatter generate the group T>iff£ and
have no analog when p — 0. In addition there could be field-dependent solutions which
do not correspond simply to field-dependent transformations of K(U) or 'Di//S. We shall
see an example of this in Sect. 5.
In the case m = n + I, /Jni...Ou(i^) = ca,...Ou f[*p)i with / f fl. Thus, from
Eq.(4.5b) we see that J-afl(x) ls *'lf" determinant of the minor which is obtained from the
ilacobian J^i^r) — (9oy^(^) by deleting the columns rt an<l /3. If the rank of J n ^(x) is <. JL»,
^r,/j( r ) = 0. If Jn^x) has maximal rank p, f,,i)(x) has exactly f> linearly independent tuill
eigenvectors, r" ~ f),,if>", and its rank is J; p --• 2. If f is an embedding, the Jacobian
J has maximal rank for all x and thus the kernel of T is spanned by tin' generators of
DiffZ. Therefore, if we restrict, our attention to the space £mb(V, N) of embeddings
(which is dense in P(S, A')), the gauge group is Q ••- 'Di//S.
Returning to the general case, one may wonder what happens of the vector fields
u satisfying etpiatiou (2.11), which also generate invariances of the Lagrangian. For these
vectors !,,T ^ 0, so they do not belong to A'Fr_F and the corresponding constraints Crr are

second class. This means that the group S(H)/K(H) which is generated by these vector
fields has to be regarded as a true symmetry of the system, and not as a gauge invatiance.
This concurs with the observation in Sect. 2 that the generators of S(H)/K(H) have a
non-vanishing Noether current, whereas the generators of K(H) have vanishing Noether
current.

S(H)IK(H) are not tangent to the leaves of the foliation. In adapted coordinates wo
can split v — v + v, where v is tangent to the leaves and t' can be thought of as the
projection of ;i onto Q, An infinitesimal transformation of S{H)jK(H) is of the form
i^a(x) —* ^ Q (r) + v"(x). This transformation is generated by the Noether charge

The kernels of T define a distribution of (infinite dimensional) linear subspaces
kerj7 C I T ( £ , N). As in the p - 0 case, it is easy to show using Friibenius' theorem that
this distribution is integrable. Thus r ( £ , N) is foliated and the leaves of the foliation are
just the orbits of the gauge group Q on F(S, JV).

(4.16)

To check this, we note that

The constrained subspace "p is the diffeomorphic image of P(S, N) under a global
section J : ! ' [ £ , # ) ~> T T ( E , N), defined by s(<p) = (<p,A{<p)). In the following we
shall identify r(E, JV) with V using this map, and use {y>"(x)} as coordinates on V• The
pnllback under a of the canonical symplectic form of X T ( £ , JV), w — j dx dtpa(x)Adna(x),
is
s'u = -T •
(4.14)

in particular ?,?pr) - 0, showing thai Q,, can be thought of as a function on Q, and
*)- Thus

Therefore, the symplectic form induced on V is degenerate: its kernel are precisely the
orbits of the gauge group Q, One defines the reduced phase space to be Q — VjQ. In
general, Q will not be a manifold. However, tsote that in the particular case n = m + 1,
fmbfE, N)/T>iffT, is a manifold and is dense in Q.
On Q there is a nondegenerate symplectic form, whose Poisson brackets are the
Dirac brackets to be defined next. Since T(£, N) is foliated, there exists locally a coordinate
system adapted to the foliation. Let <pa(x) be the coordinates in the leaves, and <^a(x)
be the coordinates which parametrize the different leaves. The space Q can be locally
embedded in F(£, N) by choosing gauge conditions analogous to (3.11): \Q(a") = <fa{?) ^
0. The remaining coordinates tpa(x) can be taken as coordinates on Q.
In adapted coordinates the two form J7 has a block-diagonal matrix of components whose entries are zero whenever one of the indices is on the space tangent to the
leaves. Let us denote PaB(xi V) the invertible submatrix with all indices in the complementary subspace. J7 is the symplectic form on Q and the Dirac bracket is

(4.18)
Using (4.17) one also proves easily that
(4.19)
On the other hand
-••• C,,ivH

P

and thus, up to a closed form, fi[,,]Vj — iuivl!. As observed in Sect. 2, if H (N), the p-th
cohomology group of N, is trivial, this arbitrariness in fi,, does not affect the charge Qv
and therefore from (4.20) we conclude that (?[t,,,i] ~ —'" / E V*^(u.r] = ~ ( ' j r f"it,iyH ~
T(u,v) = -f(i(, v). In this case,
{Q*,Qv\* =- • Q[n,v\-

(4.21)

If the p-th cohomology group of N is non-trivial, one has to choose a normalization for
the charges. In analogy to what happens in the particle case, this can lead in general to
an extension of the algebra (4.21).

The reduced Hainiltonian vanishes, so the reduced system can be described on Q by the
Lagrangian L — L Tia{x}ys (x)d''x. As in the particle case, Hamilton's equations give <p.
It is important to observe that the variables <p are related to the original variables <p by a
complicated non-local transformation, whose explicit form we do not know in general, but
which can be found, in principle, in each specific case.
Finally, let us discuss the realization of the symmetry group S{H)iK(H) on
the reduced phase space Q. As mentioned earlier, the vector fields v which generate
15

(4.20)

rr.
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5.

where

EXAMPLES

ne = -~J: ,

In this section we discuss examples of purely WZW actions in 1, 2, 3 and 4 spacetime dimensions. In all examples the form H defines a nontrivial cohomology class and
tlius the models have interesting topological features.

vv ~

^r~ ,

(5.4)

g sin »
p su S
and £!„ is an arbitrary function on S2 normalized so that £- f^* dtp J* d9sin8 0 0 = 0 .
The algebra of the Noether charges is given by Eq.(H.2O). However, using Eq.(5.4) it can
be seen that in this particular case the central term vanishes. This agrees with the results
of Ref. 7.

0+1 dimensions
We consider a point particle moving on JV = IR s \{0} = S2 x 1R+ in the background of the magnetic field generated by a monopole at the origin. In polar coordinates
r,8,'p the field strength is Tg^ = gshiff, where g is the monopole charge, and the magnetic potential is Ar — -4s = 0, Ay = <?(1 — cos 9), in a gauge in which the Dirac string
points along the negative z axis. The equation i,T — 0 is solved by all radial vector Fields
(u 9 _= v'f •-. 0). Therefore, the leaves of the foliation ker.7" are the radii and the gauge
group consists of transformations of the form (r.tf,^) k-> (r',9,ip), with r' = r'(r,9,tp).
Thus K{T) = T(S2,Viffm.+ ) . The equation £VT = 0, when written out explicitly, yields

Our next example is a non-linear sigma model with values in N — 57/(2) on
M = S1 x IR. Let L™ be the components of a set of left-invariant vector fields on SU{2)
satisfying the algebra
\L«,Lb\ - £ab<-Lc
(.1.6)
and LJ be the inverse matrix, i.e. the components of the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan
form. We take
Bn01^

dTv9 = 0 ,
15.16)

drv* = 0 ,
e

v

dg{sin 0 v ) + sin 9 8vv

=0 .

The Euler-Lagrange equations (3.2) imply d — 0, <p = 0, while r remains undetermined. However, r is the gauge degree of freedom in this model, so the equations imply
that al! physical degrees of freedom remain constant in time.
From the ilaimltonian point of view, there are two second class constraints C•'#, C'#
and one first class constraint CV- The reduced phase space is Q = N/K(JF) = S2. Note
that since N ~ S2 x IR + , a global choice of gauge is possible and therefore one can think
of Q as a suHmanifold of JV. In fact, we can choose x,. = r as a gauge condition to mate))
t' r . The reduced Ilainiltoniaii on Q — .S'1 vanishes, and the Dirac bracket is
{»,¥>}. - " g sin 0

-XAeahrLlLbBL^

(5.2)

— ST>iffS2 acts on the reduced phase space S1, The
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(5.7)

In this case Eq,(4.13), which determines the first class constraints, becomes

where v° -- t ' ° t " , W° — d\f"L"n and the bracket is the commutator in the Lie algebra
of 57.'(2). If W'i(:r) ^ 0 for all ,T (which is the case when <p is an embedding), the only
solutions to this equation are vectors v proportional to HTj. These generate the gauge
group Q = T>ijJSi • (In particular the group K(Il) is trivial.) The symmetry group is
S(ll) — STHffSU('2), the volume-preserving difTcomorphisiris of S(J{2), and is generated
by all vector fields which are divergence-free with respect to the invariant metric hnp •L'^L^8at. According to the discussion in Sect. 4, the reduced phase space of the model
contains £mb(Sx ,SU{2})l'ViSfSl
as a dense subspace.
The Noether charge is Qv - - e j dxlditp"(llv),1< where
va - 16 It"?
the indices on / / have been raised using hap. Note that the divergence-free vector fields
on 57/(2) are in bijective correspondence with one-forms modulo exact forms. Since the
cohomology group Hl[SU('l)) - 0, the algebra of the generators of the symmetry group
SVtffS2 is as in (4,21), without extensions,
A more complicated example occurs when A' is an arbitrary spmisiniplr Lio group
G with structure constants /„(,,-, and
1

Q, - -flu ,

.

(5.1c)

The radial component of v remains undetermined, and the projection of v onto S2 must
satisfy (5.1c), We note that the solutions to (5.1c) are the divergence-free vector fields
{with respect to the standard metric on S2). These generate the group SUiffS2 of volumepreserving diffeomorphisms of 5 ' . It follows that the group S(J~) is the semidirect product
of K(T) and S(T)IK(T) = SViffS2.

The symmetry group S(T)jK[J-)
Noetlier charge is

1 + 1 dimensions

(5.3)

h

4 "
IS

" '

7

(r.,10)

hi this case equation (4.13) can be written again in the form (5.8). For generic <p, Wi
will be a regular element of the Lie algebra, and therefore belongs to a Cart an subalgebra.
The solutions of (5.8) are given by all v's belonging to the Cartan subalgebra containing
Wi; if Ct has rank r, the space of solutions is r-dimensional. Solutions proportional to Wi
correspond again to diffeomorphisms of S 1 . Note that again the group K(H) is trivial,
since no v commutes with all vectors in the algebra. In the neighborhood of a generic
point, the reduced phase space will be parametrized by n — r functions. It is interesting
to observe that this is also the number of degrees of freedom of the gauge field in an
anomalous gauge theory in two dimensions8.
The group S(H) is generated by those vector fields which satisfy Eq.(2.11):
'"Ha0~, == 2 ^(ilv)^Since jabcfibn oc Ki, tins can be inverted giving a relation analogous to Eq.(5.9). Therefore also here the generators of S{H) are in bijective correspondence
with all one-forms on G modulo exact forms. If the cohomology group Hi(G] — 0, the
algebra of the charges Q,, is as in (4.21), without extensions.

This was to be expected, since every variation of tp gives rise to a variation of A{, but
not every variation of Ai can be obtained from a variation of tp, and thus the equations of
motion (5.14) considered in Ref. 1 are stronger than those of the sigina model.
One can construct a more complicated sigma model whose equations of motion are
equivalent to Eq.(5.4). Namely, replace N = S"1 = / f P 1 by N ~ tflPm, the quaternionic
projective m-space. By the theorem of Narasimhan and Ramanan", every Sp(l) = SU(2)
gauge field on M can be obtained by pulling back the canonical Sp{ 1)-connection Aa on
7/JPm when m is sufficiently large. Therefore, in such a model, the equation of motion
(2.3) becomes equivalent to the equation

l

(5.M)

3 + 1 dimensions
Our last example is an 57/(3)-valued non-linear sigma model on M - IR x S3.
In the same notation of Kq. (5.10), we take

2 + 1 dimensions
Let us consider first the case when M — S2 x IR, N — S* and H is a volume
form. For generic <p, the gauge group is T>iffS2, and the reduced phase space Q contains
£mb(S2,S4)/'ViffSas a dense subspace. The symmetry group is S(H) = STUffS*.
This model is related to the SU{2)-Yang-Mills theory considered in Ref. 1. In fact, let
A<x{y) be the fundamental, O(5)—invariant instanton solution on S4. Then given the map
if : M —t 6'4 one can construct the pullback ,4; = di<paAa(<p) and take the following action
for ip:
(5.11)

S= ~

This is equal to the action (1.1), when B is the Chem-Simons form constructed with the
instanton of S4
Bal3-, r, Tr{A[ad0A^ + -A[aApAM) .
(5.12)
o

The curl of this form is TrF{apFy^ and for the instanton it is equal to the O(5)-invariant
volume element on S 4 . Denoting by gap the O(5)-invariant metric, we have
cfl-fi ----- T r F^al3F-,s\ =

//„

(5.15)

where Bal>cfc - 1r{TeTbTcTdTf). The form H[nudc\ <«> the Li^ algebra of SU(3) is dual to
the form /„(,,. defined by the structure constants. It satisfies the condition B[abcde]S|/(iriel =
cf>nf, with r some constant. Therefore, the equation v"11aji^/,, = 4(^^(0,, )7(ej can be
inverted:

rn = - * ir^d^n*)-,^ ;

the indices on H have been raised by means of the invariant metric hap -- i ° i t i a l . The
group K{H) is trivial and the group S(H) is generated by vector fields of the form (5.16).
These are in bijective correspondence with the three forms modulo closed three forms.
Since the cohomology group H3(5f/(3)) = IR, the Noetlier charge (4.1G) is defined up to
an arbitrary constant. As noted in general at the end of Sect. 4, this may lead to an
extension of the algebra (4.21).

(5.13)

The theory discussed in Ref. 1 has exactly the action (5.11), but with A, an independent
dynamical variable, not a composite of the scalar <p. The equations of motion that one
obtains from (5.11) are in this case:
F,} - 0 .
(5.14)
This should be compared with the equation (2.3), with Ho^s = Tr F^F^, which is
obtained by treating A, as a composite field. Clearly, if Fi:! = 0, also (2.3) is satisfied.
19

(5.16)
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Most of the standard formulae of differentia! geometry can be generalized to
infinite dimensions. In particular, Eqs.(1.2) and (1.3) hold also in T(M,N).

APPENDIX
Differential geometry of spaces of maps
A vector tangent to F(M,JV) at a point <p is a map v from M to TN which
projects onto <p< !•«• for ea ch x in M, v(x) is a vector tangent to JV at <p(x). This conforms
to the intuitive idea of v being an infinitesimal deformation of ip. Given local coordinates
on JV, one can write

The groups ViffM

and ViffN

act on Y(M,N) as in Eq.(2.12):

tp t—t ip — h

o if o / ,

[AS]

where / G "DiffM and h € "DiffN. Infinitesimally, vector fields ou M and JV give rise to
vector fields on F(M, N). If £ = £'0; is a vector field on M, we define a vector field { on

v = f d*
where t f,(xj are the basis vectors. A one-form on F(M, N) at ip is a linear map from the
tangent space T^,T(M,N) to the reals. In local coordinates,
= I dx u!n(x)Sipa(x)

(A.2)

V(M,N) by
In local coordinates the components of £ are
vector field on N, we define a vector field v on F(M,Ar) by

If v = vada h a

and the value of the form m on the vector v is
(A.ll)

c(v)
v) = iifU
= I/ (dx
Tui =
In local coordinates, the components of ti are (v(ip))
that

Similarly, a it-form can be written as

and the contraction of the Jc-form ui with a vector V is given by
_ 1

(x) =

It is easy to show

(/1.12ft)
(.4.12c)

:

'""•'" <fc~ "i')!.

A vector field u on F(M, N) is the assignment of a tangent vector v(y>) to each point tp
in F(Af, JV). A tangent vector field can be written again as in (A.I), but now with the
components va(x) being also functional of <p: va(i) — (v(ip))a(x). Similarly, we can
define a field of forms. The Lie bracket of two vector fields v and w is given by

Thus the maps £ 1—» £ and r 1—* ii are homomorphisms from the algebras of vector fields on
M and TV to the algebra of vector fields on F(M, A').

and the exterior derivative of a Jt-form a> is defined by

(A.I)
where !>; on the r.h.s. has to be regarded as a directional derivative acting on the function
in brackets, and the hat denotes that one argument is missing. In particular, if us is a
one-form,
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